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On a Halloween Batman costume: THIS CAPE
DOES NOT GIVE THE WEARER THE
ABILITY TO FLY.
cape: mantelartiger Überwurf
ability: Fähigkeit

On packaging for a Rowenta iron: DO NOT
IRON CLOTHES ON BODY
to iron: bügeln

On a string of Christmas lights made in China:
FOR INDOOR OR OUTDOOR USE ONLY.
string: Schnur

On a candle: Caution - may be flammable.
On Sears hairdryer: "Do not use while sleeping".
On some Swanson frozen dinners: "Serving suggestions: Defrost."
On Marks & Spencer Bread Pudding: "Product will be hot after heating."
On an American Airlines packet of nuts: "Instructions: Open packet, eat nuts."
indoor: innen
outdoor: draußen
candle: Kerze
caution: Vorsicht
nut: Nuss
hairdryer: Fön
suggestion: Vorschlag
contain: enthalten
granules: Granulat, Kügelchen
suitable: geeignet
lock: Schloss
loop: Schleife
clutch: Kupplung
steering wheel: Steuerrad
remove: entfernen
flavour: Aroma
upright: aufrecht
clockwork: Uhrwerk
throughout: durchwegs
shower cap: Badekappe
fit: passen
mounted: montiert
mirror: Spiegel
actually: in Wirklichkeit
fold: falten
cardboard: Karton, Pappe
sunshade: Sonnenschutz
windscreen: Windschutzscheibe
attempt: versuchen

On a packet of juggling balls: This product contains small
granules under three millimeters. Not suitable for children
under the age of 14 years in Europe or 8 years in the USA.
On a car lock that loops around both the clutch pedal and the
steering wheel: Warning-remove lock before driving.
On a bottle of flavoured milk drink: After opening, keep
upright.
On the box of a clockwork toy made in Hong Kong:
Guaranteed to work throughout its useful life.
On a hotel-provided shower cap in a box: Fits one head.
On the "CycleAware" helmet-mounted mirror: Remember:
Objects in the mirror are actually behind you.
On a large folding cardboard sunshade for car windscreens :
Do not attempt to operate vehicle with sunshade in place.
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